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1 Generation subtasks and system components

The problem of NL Generation is often subdivided into subproblems, which correspond to separate, interacting system components. Hundreds of re-search papers refer to the subdivision of content planning vs. realization, or what-to-say vs. how-to-say-it, or strategical vs. tactical generation. A closer look at implemented systems shows that subdivisions often differ very much from each other. Ongoing debates, e.g. about the interface between the components, suffer from a lack of a shared, precise terminology.

Comparison of NLG approaches is notoriously difficult since the way generation subtasks are assigned to system components depends on specific circumstances (such as the application task adopted, properties of the knowledge base used, the grammar theory adopted or the languages used).

For instance, some subtask called "lexical choice" is sometimes part of the content planning component, sometimes included in the realization compe-

1 As you will have noticed, this paper, too, follows the habit to mention this subdivision at the very beginning.
2 If it is precise it often is motivated by attempts to solve a specific generation problem at hand, and may thus not be very useful in general.
nent, sometimes it forms sort of a mediator between the two. Unfortunately the precise

tasks to be achieved under the heading of "lexical choice" differ very much, both in

breadth (content words, anaphora, compounds, inter-action with syntax, ...) and depth

(are the input concepts designed with linguistic processing in mind, or just for the

application task at hand?) For some overview see [7, Chapter 11].

Although some important work on the interface between content planning and

realization has been done [9], there is, at present, no general and precise definition of the

distribution of concrete generation subtasks to concrete system components available yet.

And there is no general and precise definition of what constitutes a generation subtask

either.

Clearly, such definitions must capture the variety of meanings included in intuitive and

informal notions like "lexical choice". Hence a way of classifying the variants is needed.

The definitions will serve to eliminate the vagueness of intuitive notions since authors

will be able to define the functionality of their lexical choice components in terms of

well-defined elementary subtasks. It is thus necessary to identify the basic building blocks

of lexical choice components and try to provide a highly modular task description. For

instance, author A might include anaphora, while author B views this as a separate

subtask; author A might generate nominal compounds while author C assumes them to

be lexicalized etc. The size of the subtasks should be such that the important

differences between systems can be captured by virtue of different combinations of

subtasks.

An interesting problem consists in the dependencies of subtasks on formalisms, data,

control structures or on the definition of other subtasks. At some point, a further

decomposition might not be possible for one lexical choice component while it still is for

another one. Observations of this kind might raise the question of how modular the

system was designed.

Using a shared terminology, which is based on modular views of the generation

process, has large advantages. Existing work will be classifiable and comparable to the

extent it can be decomposed into modules. It will be much easier to describe and

understand the precise functionality of many systems. For classes of system components,

standardized interfaces will become possible (e.g. for the input language), thus making

NLG technology more reusable, and thus more interesting for industrial application.

Much future research and development can be based on elementary (or composite)

subtask definitions. Application scenarios specify the functional-
ity of the NLG system needed; if a new system is to be built, at least parts of it could be formed by existing software with standard interfaces. At the horizon, the view of a "NLG toolbox" becomes visible.

For instance, despite the demanding and complex research and the promising results in our field, industrial application tasks are often simple enough to consider the use of well-known template-based techniques in NLG as perfectly adequate—techniques that have been condemned as too inflexible to yield natural, context-sensitive utterances. Interesting enough, there don't seem to be any standards, e.g. for the kind of input the system must be able to process. As a consequence, the simple, template-based approaches are very likely to be redone over and over again.

Having motivated the need for a precise, shared terminology and for the definition of elementary subtasks, I will undertake first steps to developing a classification scheme for the (composite) subtask of surface generation in order to illustrate what should go into a definition of a subtask.

## 2 Towards a classification for the surface generation subtask

Surface generation is the task of realizing a surface-level sentence description into a target language sentence using linguistic knowledge (e.g. a grammar). Input to surface generation components corresponds to a particular utterance, i.e. all decisions have been made and all meaning-encoding has been completed. The remaining task is the translation of the system-internal representation into natural language. Surface generation is thus a proper subtask of realization.  

The further subdivision of realization into a meaning-encoding and a meaning-ignoring part was introduced in order to gain modularity since the final subtask is a problem that should best be attacked with specific, linguistic methods and that can in fact be solved by building a reusable and adaptable system. Thus we have a tripartite model of generation:

- content planning determines the information to be conveyed to the

---

3I do not assume a particular architecture here; surface generation can go with feedback or integrated architectures as well as with incremental flow of control or the old-fashioned pipeline model.
hearer, which is sometimes referred to as the message level

• decision making with regard to linguistic shape (distribution of information onto sentences and sentence constituents, ordering information, deciding about anaphoric and elliptic elements, determining voice etc.)

• surface generation

The kind of surface generators as sketched above has various instances. The early systems grew up in the context of non-english languages (e.g. Dutch [8], German [3, 2, 6]). For highly inflecting languages the need of a separate component was simply more obvious. During the "syntax revival" in the early Eighties the linguistic deficiencies of that early work became apparent, especially the procedural approach to linguistic knowledge caused problems. A clear separation between linguistic grammar knowledge and the algorithm's control structure was achieved within the next generation of theory-dependent systems (e.g. [4] for GPSG, [10] for LFG). The algorithm does not depend on the grammar anymore, but still on aspects of the formalism. Hence it is not entirely transportable to other theoretical frameworks. New linguistic methods allowed a more general approach to linguistic phenomena, mainly due to formalisms based on type inheritance. The present generation of surface generators (e.g. [11, 12, 5]) includes algorithms that are theory-independent, thus allowing for better modularization: besides the common distinction between grammar and processing, we can now distinguish between the grammar formalism and the control strategy as well, thus allowing for relatively free combination of the modules. For instance, the semantic-head-driven approach has been used at least within the frameworks of HPSG, CUG, and DCG.

In the following survey, which is far from being complete, aspects of surface generation variability are identified that must go into a classification of the task. The idea is that the function of surface generators can be described by a combination of features, and that, eventually, feature patterns crystallize out that will form interesting classes of surface generators.

**Algorithmic issues:**

• Is the system a first, second, or third generation instance?
• Does the algorithm terminate on all input?
• Is the algorithm complete, i.e. does it generate from all the input specified?
• Is the algorithm coherent, i.e. does it generate only from the input specified?
• What does run-time depend on? Is the system deterministic? Does it use preferences?
• Is incremental processing possible? How does incremental output depend on the size of the input increments?

**Formalism issues:**

• For constraint-based frameworks, subsumption is an important predicate over pairs of feature structures. It can be used to guarantee completeness and coherence (in the above sense). Subsumption may be very costly, depending on the power of the formalism used. While this is not a big issue for simple PATR-like feature structures, formalisms including disjunction and negation (e.g. [1]) require a translation into disjunctive normal form, thus spoiling all the elegance and efficiency gained elsewhere.

• Is there an interface to the external world (for calling external functions, or accessing external data etc.)?

**Grammar issues:**

Is the grammar non-directional or is it geared towards generation?

If the generator works from semantic representation, how does it generate words that don't have a semantics at all (e.g. "to" in *he wants to see her*)?

Does the grammar allow for partial cyclic representations, thus yielding non-termination of the generator?[^4]

For every generation strategy certain features of a grammar are essential [12], i.e. processing is doomed to failure if they are not present. Can these features be automatically derived from a grammar?

[^4]: If the generator only looks at semantic information and semantics is copied to another place in the derivation tree, the danger of non-termination becomes apparent.
• Will an underspecified input yield multiple results?

**Input issues:**

• What kinds of information does the input language express?
• How is the correctness of a given input structure checked?
• Is the input organized as a hierarchy (e.g. a feature structure), or as a flat data structure (e.g. a list or set)? The latter would allow chart-based strategies while the former might not.
• Does the input uniquely determine lexical entries, or is lexical access ambiguous (e.g. by allowing both bachelor and unmarried male human, which is not a catholic priest)?

**Output issues:**

• Is the output written or spoken? What morphological or phonological device is required?
• Are fully inflected forms lexicalized or computed?

**Scalability:**

• Is the grammar extendible without sacrificing efficiency?
• Can the algorithm be extended by including additional control strategies without lowering the value of its other properties?

5 Conclusion

This paper claims that there is a lack of terminological precision with respect to possible subdivisions of the generation task into smaller subtasks. As a consequence, comparison of generation systems is notoriously difficult. The wheel is reinvented too often, and systems (system component) are only rarely re-used for other tasks.

The remedy suggested is to provide a general and precise definition of the distribution of concrete generation subtasks to concrete system components. This requires a general and precise definition of what constitutes a generation subtask. Using surface generation as an example, first steps are suggested
towards a classification scheme that reveals the differences and stresses the similarities between the instances.

Clearly, thousands of different approaches to NLG cannot be broken down to elementary subtasks at once. The method suggested can be applied for any composite subtask. Surface generation is among those that are considered as relatively well denned and thus could serve to test the method before it is applied for structuring a highly controversial subtask such as lexical choice.
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